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SECURE! GET INSIDE, LOCK OUTSIDE DOORS: 
The SECURE Action is initiated when there is a threat or hazard outside of the school building. Whether there is 
criminal activity in the immediate area or in a nearby neighborhood, or a dangerous animal outside the building, 
SECURE is intended to use the physical facility for protection. 
 
When a building is SECURED, building staff quickly ensure that any unlocked exterior doors are locked. 
Additionally, those in exterior buildings (non-contiguous facilities/portable classrooms) should remain in their 
classroom and behind a locked door. Staff and students who are not inside the building should make their way 
into the building and remain behind locked doors until the All Clear is issued. 
 
PUBLIC ADDRESS: 
The public address should be repeated twice - additional information may be provided. It may also be necessary 
to include directions for students who are not inside the building. 
 
“Staff and students, this is [name of administrator. We need to SECURE the building. 
Everyone needs to be inside the building or in a secure classroom space. [GENERAL 

INFORMATION MAY BE PROVIDED.] Until further notice, there should be no one 
outside the building - all exterior doors must remain locked. Again, no one is 

allowed outside the building while the building is SECURED. Please stay inside and 
continue with regular classroom activities.” 

 
RELEASE: 
A building administrator releases a SECURE Action by public address. 
 

“Staff and students, this is your All Clear message. The SECURE is released.” 
[share information as necessary] 

 
ACTIONS when in SECURE: 

• The SECURE Action necessitates bringing people into a secure building and locking all outside access 
points – extra precaution should be used with anyone approaching the building during SECURE. 

• Where possible, classroom activities will continue un-interrupted. Classes being held outdoors should 
return to the building and, if possible, continue inside the building. 

• There may be occasions when students expect to leave the building while the building has been 
SECURED - end of class period, job commitment, etc. Depending on the condition/issue, this may have 
to be delayed until the area is deemed safe. 

• During drills, it should be emphasized to students and parents/guardians that they may be 
inconvenienced by these directives, but their cooperation is important to ensure their safety. 

• Controlled Release:  An unresolved, but not imminent, situation at the end of the day may require a 
controlled release. Parent pick-up, bus access, or student access to cars may be need alteration. 


